Who knew pumpkins could be so much fun? Cheryl has made it fun and easy to create your own “Welcome To Autumn” wallhanging.

Uses Benartex’s Pumpkin Patch collection by Cheryl Haynes
Finished Size: 29” Square
Four Pumpkins Wall Quilt 29” X 29”

Materials needed:
5/8 yard of #2549-45 for border, sashing, binding, appliqué leaves

1/4 yard of #2776-07 background light tan

1/4 yard of #2549-73 background medium tan

1/3 yard of #2774-28 pumpkin orange

1/8 yard of #2776-87 pumpkin dark orange

1/8 yard of #2776-12 brown stems for appliqué
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Cutting:
Orange
1  4-1/2” X WOF
8  2-1/2” X 7-1/2”
Dark orange
2  1-1/2” X WOF

Tan background
4  3-1/2” X 10-1/2”
16  2-1/2” squares (used for triangles)
1  1-1/2” X 25-1/2” (inside horizontal sashing)
2  1-1/2” X 12-1/2” (inside vertical sashing)

Sashing & border
2  2-1/2” X 29-1/2” (top & bottom borders)
2  2-1/2” X 25-1/2” (side borders)

Assembly:
1. Sew the two dark orange 1-1/2” strips lengthways to the top and bottom of the orange 4-1/2” strip as shown above.
2. Cut it into four equal 7-1/2” lengths for the center pumpkin sections. They should each measure 6-1/2” X 7-1/2” long.
3. Draw a line diagonally across the back of all tan 2-1/2” squares.
4. Lay one square with right sides together on one end of an orange 2-1/2” x 7-1/2” strip.
5. Sew across the drawn line. See diagram a.
6. Press the seam open, see diagram b.
7. Cut off the excess on back if desired.
8. Repeat with another tan 2-1/2” square and sew across the other end of the same tan rectangle. See c.
9. Repeat seven more times.
10. Line up these strips on either side of the four center sections and sew together.
11. Sew a 3-1/2” X 10-1/2” light tan strip across the tops of all four blocks.
12. Sew the two 1-1/2” X 10-1/2” medium tan strips down the side of each block.
13. Sew the two 1-1/2” X 12-1/2” medium tan strip across the top and bottom of each block.

Sashing:
14. Sew a 1-1/2” X 12-1/2” green sashing strip to the right side of two different pumpkin blocks.
15. Sew the remaining pumpkin blocks to the right sides of the sashing strip to make two rows.
16. Sew a 1-1/2” X 25-1/2” green sashing strip across the bottom of one pumpkin row.
17. Sew the second pumpkin row across the bottom of the sashing strip.

Border:
18. Sew the 2-1/2” X 25-1/2” green border strips down each side.
19. Sew the 2-1/2” X 29-1/2” green border strips across the top and bottom.
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Appliqué:
1. Trace the appliqué leaf and stem designs below twice plus two more times in reverse on the fusible web paper.
2. Peel paper backing off the untraced side and press to the back of fabric. Cut out the shapes.
3. Peel paper backing off the remaining side and position each piece on the block using the picture as a guide. Press to attach following your Manufacturer’s directions.

Finishing Up:
1. Lay the quilt top on a layer of batting and backing fabric. Hand or machine the quilt.
2. Cut three 2-1/2” strips of border fabric and sew end to end, making a continuous strip of binding for the quilt.
3. Fold in half lengthwise, with right sides out, and press flat.
4. Pin around the edge of the pieced top with the raw edges to the outside edge of the quilt.
5. Sew the binding face down to the top of the pieced top, miter each corner.
6. Overlap the ends. Fold over to the back, pin, and hand-stitch on the back of the quilt.
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